Question or Learning Challenge
Describe something you learned in school that will help you outside of school? Give reasons why you think this.

This will help children...
- make learning connections
- reason about learning
- connect learning in school with the real world

Speaking Frames and Support
“today I learned about… this will help me to…”

Supporting Learning Ideas
1. Make time to talk to your child about their day.
2. Value children's ideas about their learning.
3. Help children make connections between learning in school and the wider world.
4. Help children link thinking to our values.
5. Praise children for their responses.
Question or Learning Challenge
Can you give an example of when you might need to apply your learning to a real life situation?

This will help me build...

- skills in evaluation of learning
- confidence to explain learning to others
- connections between learning & real world

Speaking Frames and Support
“An example of applying my learning is…”
“I would use... to…”

Suggested Support Strategy
1. Verbalise the question/task. Identify key learning
2. Reflect on which resources can help (e.g. learning wall/my partner’s learning)
3. Ask myself “can I tackle this another way?”
4. Talk through thinking with a partner
5. Review: “Am I trying my very best? What am I doing well/not so well?”
Question or Learning Challenge

Compare your learning with your partner’s learning. What have you and they done well? Explain with reasons

This will help me build...

- ability to compare & contrast
- skills in evaluating learning
- responsibility for improving my own learning

Speaking Frames and Support

“My partner has…. This shows that they understand…”

“Furthermore/ moreover/ in addition they have…”

Suggested Support Strategy

1. Verbalise the question/task. Identify key learning
2. Reflect on which resources can help (e.g. learning wall/my partner’s learning)
3. Ask myself “can I tackle this another way?”
4. Talk through thinking with a partner
5. Review: “Am I trying my very best? What am I doing well/not so well?”
Inspire Partnership
Reasoning & Learning
Reflection Card

Question or Learning Challenge
Could you use anything you have learned today in any other learning you have completed recently?

This will help me build...
- application of skills in new learning
- skill in explaining learning with reasons
- responsibility for improving my own learning

Speaking Frames and Support

“Because I know ... this will help me to ...”

Suggested Support Strategy
1. Verbalise the question/task. Identify key learning
2. Reflect on which resources can help (e.g. learning wall/my partner’s learning)
3. Ask myself “can I tackle this another way?”
4. Talk through thinking with a partner
5. Review: “Am I trying my very best? What am I doing well/not so well?”
Question or Learning Challenge

Which concepts and skills you have used before were helpful when completing this learning?

This will help me build...

- ability to combine ideas from prior learning
- skill in explaining learning with reasons
- responsibility for improving learning

Speaking Frames and Support

“I used my knowledge of …”
“I remembered that …”
“This helped me to …”

Suggested Support Strategy

1. Verbalise the question/task. Identify key learning
2. Reflect on which resources can help (e.g. learning wall/my partner’s learning)
3. Ask myself “can I tackle this another way?”
4. Talk through thinking with a partner
5. Review: “Am I trying my very best? What am I doing well/not so well?”
Question or Learning Challenge
Explain why you used a particular method / strategy / language to tackle this learning task

This will help me build...
- reasoning skills
- justification of ideas
- ability to define strategies for learning

Speaking Frames and Support
“I know that …so …”
“I thought about using …but decided to use …because …”

Suggested Support Strategy
1. Verbalise the question/task. Identify key learning
2. Reflect on which resources can help (e.g. learning wall/my partner’s learning)
3. Ask myself “can I tackle this another way?”
4. Talk through thinking with a partner
5. Review: “Am I trying my very best? What am I doing well/not so well?”
Inspire Partnership
Reasoning & Learning
Reflection Card

Question or Learning Challenge
Was there any moment in this lesson that helped you … How did it help you?

This will help me build…

- synthesis of learning ideas
- reflection skills
- ability to define moments of learning with precision

Speaking Frames and Support
“When the teacher …”
After I made a mistake I realised …”
“The learning wall helped me …”

Suggested Support Strategy
1. Verbalise the question/task. Identify key learning
2. Reflect on which resources can help (e.g. learning wall/my partner’s learning)
3. Ask myself “can I tackle this another way?”
4. Talk through thinking with a partner
5. Review: “Am I trying my very best? What am I doing well/not so well?”
Inspire Partnership
Reasoning & Learning
Reflection Card

**Question or Learning Challenge**

What were your useful learning mistakes?

**This will help me build...**

- synthesis of learning ideas
- reflection skills
- ability to define moments of learning with precision

**Speaking Frames and Support**

“When I ... I realised that...”

“Making a mistake with ... helped me realise ...”

**Suggested Support Strategy**

1. Verbalise the question/task. Identify key learning
2. Reflect on which resources can help (e.g. learning wall/my partner’s learning)
3. Ask myself “can I tackle this another way?”
4. Talk through thinking with a partner
5. Review: “Am I trying my very best? What am I doing well/not so well?”
Question or Learning Challenge

If another child was struggling to learn… what advice would you give them?

This will help me build...

- confidence to explain learning
- reflection skills
- ability to evaluate learning

Speaking Frames and Support

“I would advise them to …” "They could …”"It helped me to …when …”

“I found it easy when I realised …”

Suggested Support Strategy

1. Verbalise the question/task. Identify key learning
2. Reflect on which resources can help (e.g. learning wall/my partner’s learning)
3. Ask myself “can I tackle this another way?”
4. Talk through thinking with a partner
5. Review: “Am I trying my very best? What am I doing well/not so well?”
Inspire Partnership
Reasoning & Learning
Reflection Card

Question or Learning Challenge

How successful do you think you were with your learning today? Why do you think this? What do you need to do to improve further?

This will help me build…

- effort
- resilience
- evaluating learning

Speaking Frames and Support

“I was successful with…”

“I used my knowledge of … to…”

Suggested Support Strategy

1. Verbalise the question/task. Identify key learning
2. Reflect on which resources can help (e.g. learning wall/my partner’s learning)
3. Ask myself “can I tackle this another way?”
4. Talk through thinking with a partner
5. Review: “Am I trying my very best? What am I doing well/not so well?”